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More than half of the world’s population is at risk of soil-transmitted helminthiasis, 
parasitic worm infections most commonly caused by the roundworm (Ascaris 
lumbricoides), the whipworm (Trichuris trichiura) and the hookworms (Ancylostoma 
duodenale and Necator americanus). Together these soil-transmitted helminths cause an 
estimated burden of 5 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), mostly affecting 
school-aged children living in the least developed settings, lacking clean water and 
sanitation facilities. To control soil-transmitted helminthiasis annual preventive 
chemotherapy is given to people at risk of infection. In 2012 a total of 212 million 
anthelmintic tablets were administered to school age-children. The most commonly 
used anthelmintics are albendazole and mebendazole. Both are highly effective in 
treating A. lumbricoides, while only albendazole has satisfactory efficacy against 
hookworm. Both drugs have only low efficacy against T. trichiura. Therefore an 
alternative treatment for T. trichiura infections is urgently required. However, even with 
an effective treatment, re-infection is common in endemic settings. Therefore other 
interventions besides preventive chemotherapy should be considered. 
The primary goal of this PhD thesis was to find an alternative, effective treatment 
against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted helminth infections. Two 
compounds with potentially high trichuricidal activity are nitazoxanide and oxantel 
pamoate. Both of these compounds were tested on their efficacy and safety within two 
separate clinical trials conducted on Pemba Island, Tanzania in 2011 and 2012, 
respectively. Both drugs were evaluated alone as well as in combination with 
albendazole to broaden their spectrum of activity against concomitant soil-transmitted 
helminths. In a third clinical trial conducted in 2013, the drug combination albendazole-
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oxantel pamoate was compared to two other promising drug combinations (i.e. 
albendazole-ivermectin and albendazole-mebendazole) which were identified in 
recently conducted randomised controlled trials. Additional objectives were attached to 
these three randomised controlled trials which included the  assessment of the 
prevalence of intestinal protozoa and the comparison of the performance of different 
diagnostic approaches. Further we conducted two systematic reviews and meta-
analyses to generate evidence on the protective effect of sanitation facilities against soil 
transmitted helminths and intestinal protozoa infections.  
In the first clinical trial conducted in 2011 we found no effect for single nitazoxanide 
(1,000 mg) against T. trichiura infections. Furthermore, children receiving nitazoxanide 
reported significantly more mild adverse events than children receiving a placebo. 
Hence we cannot recommend nitazoxanide for the treatment of T. trichiura and 
concomitant soil-transmitted helminths. The prevalence of intestinal protozoa assessed 
within this clinical trial was relatively high. In detail, 70% of the assessed children were 
infected with at least one of the (potentially) pathogenic intestinal protozoa Giardia 
intestinalis, Entamoeba histolytica/E. dispar and Blastocystis hominis. Nitazoxanide 
(1,000 mg) revealed moderate efficacy against intestinal protozoa, comparable to that of 
albendazole (400 mg). Within the same clinical trial, the sensitivity of a single, duplicate 
and quadruplicate Kato-Katz thick smear and the ether-concentration method was 
assessed for diagnosing soil-transmitted helminths. Quadruplicate Kato-Kato thick 
smears (duplicate Kato-Katz from two stool samples) revealed the highest sensitivity in 
general. We could further show that in clinical trials, relatively sensitive diagnostic 
approaches should be chosen (multiple stool samples); otherwise the efficacy of 
treatments might be overestimated. 
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In the second randomised controlled trial conducted in 2012, we examined the efficacy 
and safety of single oxantel pamoate (20 mg/kg) alone and in combination with 
albendazole (400 mg). Oxantel pamoate and albendazole were given on subsequent 
days. Oxantel pamoate was significantly more effective against T. trichiura compared to 
the standard drugs albendazole and mebendazole. The albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination was effective against all three soil-transmitted helminths. Therefore this 
promising combination was further evaluated within a third clinical trial.  
In the third randomised controlled trial conducted in 2013 on Pemba Island, Tanzania, 
we identified two drug combinations (i.e. albendazole [400 mg]-oxantel pamoate [20 
mg/kg], and albendazole [400 mg]-ivermectin [200 μg/kg]) with significantly higher 
efficacy against T. trichiura compared to the standard treatment mebendazole (500 mg). 
Additionally the albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination had superior efficacy 
compared to the albendazole-ivermectin treatment. We could not confirm the 
trichuricidal activity of the albendazole-mebendazole combination. Albendazole-
ivermectin is already a commonly used drug combination which also has the advantage 
that ivermectin is the current standard treatment against Strongyloidiasis (probably the 
most neglected of the neglected tropical diseases) and lymphatic filariasis. But especially 
for settings highly endemic for T. trichiura, the albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination should be further investigated (i.e. dose finding-, safety-, pharmacokinetic-
studies) to overcome the current lack of effective treatments and to expand the 
armamentarium against soil-transmitted helminths.  
Prevalence often remains high even though regular preventive chemotherapy with an 
effective drug is conducted. In our meta-analyses we showed that the implementation of 
sanitation facilities is an important strategy for the control of soil-transmitted 
helminthiasis . Moreover we revealed that sanitation facilities and water treatment also 
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have a positive effect on other diarrheal diseases (i.e. protozoa infections). Therefore, for 
successful control of soil-transmitted helminths, preventive chemotherapy programmes 
should be conducted with effective drugs and be accompanied by interventions 
involving sanitation facilities and safe water. 
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1 Soil-transmitted helminthiasis 
 
Intestinal nematode infections remain a public health challenge mainly in tropic and 
subtropics regions. Globally, an estimated 465 million people were infected with the 
intestinal nematode species Trichuris trichiura in 2010 [1]. Additionally, an estimated 819 
and 439 million people were infected with Ascaris lumbricoides and the hookworms 
(Ancylostoma duodenale and Necator americanus), respectively [1], and approximately 100 
million people were infected with Strongyloides stercoralis [2]. Together these intestinal 
nematodes are known as soil-transmitted helminths and in total, they infect an estimated 
1.5 billion people worldwide. The most affected are school-aged children living in the least 
developed settings, lacking clean water and sanitation facilities [3–12]. Infections with 
soil-transmitted helminths cause diarrhoea, abdominal cramps, general malaise, growth 
stunting, impaired memory and awareness, as well as reduced physical fitness [3,13–15]. 
The worldwide disease burden due to soil-transmitted helminths has been calculated to be 
as high as 5 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) [1]. Since soil-transmitted 
helminthiasis mainly affect the poorest and because the vast majority of DALYs are mostly 
lost due to morbidity, it is difficult to raise the attention of pharmaceutical companies and 
policy makers [3,16]. Therefore soil-transmitted helminthiasis belong to the so called 
neglected tropical diseases [17]. 
 
2 Life cycle 
Soil-transmitted helminth eggs are eliminated in large numbers with human faeces where 
they reach the soil via open defecation (Figure 1). Within the soil, eggs of T. trichiura and 
A. lumbricoides as well as larvae of hookworm and S. stercoralis can develop until they 
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reach their infective stage. This is crucial for their reproduction since these parasites (with 
the exception of S. stercoralis) are not able to reproduce within the host [3,18]. 
 
Figure 1. Life-cycle of soil-transmitted helminth infections. Adapted from [19] 
 
T. trichiura has the most direct life cycle of the common soil-transmitted helminths. Its 
transmission occurs via ingestion of fully developed eggs [18]. This might happen by 
eating contaminated food or by oral contact with contaminated fingers, especially in 
smaller children, but also in areas where eating by hand is common. After swallowing T. 
trichiura eggs, the larvae moult three times, travel to the colon and burrow themselves 
into the epithelia. After 12 weeks, the development into a 30-50 mm long adult whipworm 
is completed and the female parasite starts producing approximately 3,000-5,000 eggs 
daily [3,18,20,21]. 
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A. lumbricoides is transmitted via the intake of fully developed eggs as well. After ingestion 
of the eggs, larvae penetrate the intestinal mucosa and migrate extra-intestinally to the 
liver and lungs. Finally, via the epiglottis, they re-enter into the gastrointestinal tract and 
develop to mature worms. Adult worms are 150-400 mm long and start laying eggs 9-11 
weeks post-infection. A single female worm can produce around 200,000 eggs per day 
[3,18,20,21]. 
Hookworm eggs hatch in the soil where they moult twice to become infectious third-stage 
larvae [18]. These larvae seek higher ground to enhance the chances of getting in contact 
with human skin and penetrate through it. They enter the host's afferent circulation via 
subcutaneous venules and lymphatic vessels. Subsequently, they become trapped in the 
pulmonary capillaries and enter the lungs, from where they pass over to the epiglottis and 
finally migrate into the gastrointestinal tract where the female worm produces eggs 5-9 
weeks post-infection [18,21]. Adult hookworms are approximately 7-13 mm long. A 
female A. duodenale produces around 25,000 - 30,000 eggs daily, whereas a female 
N. americanus lays approximately 9,000 - 10,000 eggs per day [3,18,20,21]. Of note, A. 
duodenale is also orally infective in contrast to N. americanus. As for hookworm, free living 
infective third-stage larvae of S. stercoralis also invade through the skin. However, in 
contrast to the three most common soil-transmitted helminths, S. stercoralis infections can 
be prolonged by autoinfection [18,22,23].  
 
3 Disease and symptoms 
The severity of disease caused by infections with soil-transmitted helminths is directly 
related to the infection intensity which is usually expressed as eggs per gram (EPG) 
detected in one gram of stool [24]. At present there is still no clear evidence if light 
infections of T. trichiura and A. lumbricoides cause morbidity [1]. Moderate or heavy 
infections with T. trichiura increase the risk of obtaining Trichuris dysentery syndrome 
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(resulting in chronic dysentery and rectal prolapse), or a colitis [3,19]. Hookworm larvae 
can cause ground itch and a local rash might appear at the site of entry through the skin. 
The main symptoms of heavy hookworm infections are micronutrient deficiencies, 
including anaemia, and lack of proteins due to loss of blood [3,25–27]. During migration of 
A. lumbricoides larvae, antigens can cause a strong inflammatory response within the 
lungs. Further consequences of an infection with A. lumbricoides include: loss of appetite 
and reduced food uptake, lactose intolerance, vitamin A malabsorption, intestinal 
obstruction and hepatopancreatic ascariasis [3,19]. Common symptoms of soil-
transmitted helminthiasis include diarrhoea, abdominal pain, general malaise and 
weakness. These symptoms may negatively affect the learning capacity of children but also 
the working capacity of adults [28,29]. In a study from Zanzibar, it was shown that school 
children showedhad increased growth rates after treatment with anthelminthics [30], 
while Yap and colleagues could demonstrate that T. trichiura infections are associated 
with lower physical fitness [15]. In general it is difficult to allocate an exact burden to soil-
transmitted helminthiasis as infections are often chronic and subtle. Therefore the range 
of DALY`s lost annually varies from 4.7 up to 39 million [3,31]. 
 
4 Preventive chemotherapy 
In the 1970s the first safe, orally active and highly efficacious anthelminthics were 
launched [32]. In the past years, mass disposal of anthelminthics mainly to school-aged 
children in endemic settings was implemented. This approach (termed “preventive 
chemotherapy”) is considered as the most cost-effective strategy to control soil-
transmitted helminths, particularly in settings where they co-exists with other neglected 
tropical diseases [33]. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends implementing 
annual preventive chemotherapy, without prior diagnosis, when soil-transmitted helminth 
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prevalence is between 20-50%, and bi-annual treatment when the prevalence exceeds 
50% (Figure 2) [24].  
 
Figure 2. Proportion of children that require preventive chemotherapy (PC) by country as assessed by the World 
Health Organization in 2009 [19].  
 
The two benzimidazoles, albendazole and mebendazole, as well as pyrantel and levamisole 
are the four main treatments against soil-transmitted helminths, which are listed in the 
WHO essential drug list [34,35]. All of these drugs were developed between 1966 
(pyrantel) and 1980 (albendazole). Today the cost of one dose of a generic tablet of 
albendazole (400 mg) or mebendazole (500 mg) is as low as US$ 0.02, or they are even 
donated by the manufacturer; hence they are widely used during mass drug 
administration campaigns [4,24,34,36]. Therefore drug resistant soil-transmitted 
helminths remains a huge threat [37–40] as it occurred already in the veterinary medicine 
[41]. Preventive chemotherapy is cost-effective and reduces soil-transmitted helminth 
infections [42,43]; for example in South America, the risk for being infected with soil-
transmitted helminths were substantially reduced since 2005 [44]. However, as it is 
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difficult to achieve cure with a single dose of the current drugs and as reinfections occur 
quickly, the current goal of the WHO is not cure itself, but to reduce the rate of illness from 
infection with soil-transmitted helminths in school-age children to below a level that 
would be considered a public health problem (i.e., to reduce soil-transmitted helminth 
infections of moderate and high intensity among school-age children to <1%) [24]. While 
albendazole as well as mebendazole have high cure rates against A. lumbricoides, only 
albendazole reveals high efficacy against hookworm; for the treatment of T. trichiura both 
drugs have low efficacy, and henceforth, reaching the goal stated by the WHO seems 
unrealistic with the current standard drugs [45,46]. These results show the current need 
for new anthelminthic treatments, and yet, no drugs are in the development pipeline [32]. 
 
5 Promising drug alternatives 
Two possible alternative treatments against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted 
helminth infections are mentioned here, as these drugs were extensively studied during 
this PhD thesis. The first compound is the 5-nitrothiazole derivate, nitazoxanide [47]. This 
drug was marketed for the treatment of intestinal protozoan infections but showed also 
very high cure rates against A. lumbricoides, T. trichiura and even against A. duodenale 
when the drug was given in multiple doses [48–51]. Furthermore adverse events were 
rare, mild and could most likely be attributed to the infection of the children and the dying 
of parasites [50]. Moreover, nitazoxanide had also high activity against pathogenic 
intestinal protozoa which are often neglected due to their difficult diagnosis [48,49,51,52]. 
Thus, treatment with nitazoxanide against soil-transmitted helminthiases could 
potentially also reduce morbidity attributed to intestinal protozoa. Laboratory studies at 
the Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH) revealed that nitazoxanide has 
high activity in vitro against T. muris but lacks activity against A. ceylanicum [53]. In vivo 
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follow-up studies failed to confirm the promising activity of nitazoxanide against T. muris 
[54]. 
The second drug which showed high activity against T. trichiura is oxantel pamoate, a 
pyrimidine derivative which was introduced on the market in 1974 [55,56]. It was 
developed from pyrantel because of its activity against T. trichiura and belongs to the 
group of cholinergic agonists, which are fast acting anthelminthics [57]. These drugs 
“produce spastic paralysis of the nematode by selectively gating acetylcholine receptor 
ion-channels on nerve and muscle” [58]. Several exploratory studies confirmed the high 
efficacy of oxantel pamoate against T. trichiura having only minor side effects, comparable 
to the current standard drugs. Of note, oxantel pamoate is absorbed very poorly, which 
lowers the risk of systemic adverse events, comparable to the other standard drugs [59–
61]. Lee and colleagues discovered in 1976 that 93.3% of patients were cured after 
treating them with 20 mg/kg of oxantel pamoate and that a lower dose of 15 mg/kg still 
showed high efficacy [62]. In the same year Garcia found that 10 out of 10 T. trichiura-
infected individuals were cured after a single dose of 20 mg/kg oxantel pamoate [59]. Lee 
and colleagues (1976) monitored the effect of twice daily 10 mg/kg oxantel pamoate over 
a 3-day course and observed a large reduction in worm burden [63]. However, since drugs 
for treating soil-transmitted helminth infections are mostly administered in the 
framework of preventive chemotherapy programmes it is important to administer single 
doses of these drugs. Recent in vitro and in vivo tests found that oxantel pamoate is already 
active at much lower doses than the nowadays used drugs [64,65]. Regarding the current 
lack of effective treatments against T. trichiura, oxantel and nitazoxanide could become 
important alternative treatment regimens against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-
transmitted helminth infections. The observed efficacies of nitazoxanide and oxantel 
pamoate are listed within Table 1. 
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6 Drug combinations 
The lack of concerted efforts in anthelminthic for human use, combined with the growing 
concerns of emerging drug resistance in the face of large-scale distribution of 
benzimidazoles and the low cure rates observed in the treatment of T. trichiura, implicate 
an urgent need to develop safe and effective new anthelminthic drugs. Combinations of 
existing drugs represents an important strategy in the fight against soil-transmitted 
helminth infections [32,39,66]. Mathematical modelling revealed that the likelihood of 
anthelminthic resistance development is significantly delayed when drug combinations 
are administered [67]. Drug combinations are widely used in the treatment of malaria, 
tuberculosis or HIV [68–70]. Interestingly though, only few human clinical trials have 
tested combinations of approved anthelminthic drugs. For example ivermectin, the 
current drug of choice against S. stercoralis, was combined with either albendazole or 
mebendazole and therefore significantly enhanced the efficacy of these drugs against 
T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted helminths [39,41,71–73]. Other drugs which 
were tested in combinations with mebendazole or albendazole are pyrantel, levamisole 
and diethylcarbamazine. However, these combinations had only small or no success in 
increasing cure rates [32,66,74,75]. Combining the two benzimidazoles albendazole and 
mebendazole resulted in promising cure rates against T. trichiura [76]. Because of the 
narrow profile of activity of oxantel pamoate, it was soon combined with pyrantel 
pamoate [59,61,63,77–82]. Several studies examined the effect of an oxantel-pyrantel 
pamoate combinationn against soil-transmitted helminths and compared this regimen 
against the standard single drugs. Interestingly, to our knowledge, an oxantel pamoate-
albendazole combination has not been studied before. One can assume that an oxantel 
pamoate-albendazole combination has a higher efficacy against hookworm given the 
superior activity profile of albendazole compared to pyrantel pamoate [45,61]. Hence, one 
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objective of this PhD thesis was to assess the efficacy of an albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted helminth infections. 
 
7 Limitations of preventive chemotherapy  
Besides the observations that preventive chemotherapy reduces morbidity due to soil-
transmitted helminth infections and that it is supposed to be cost-effective [42,43], there 
are a number of limitations which need to be mentioned [11]. The current control strategy 
focuses largely on school-aged children [33]. Studies on different age groups (i.e. adults or 
pre-school children) indicate that these individuals are similarly infected as school-aged 
children [83–88]. The WHO actually recommends the inclusion of the following 
individuals within control programs: pre-school children, school-aged children, woman of 
childbearing age (including pregnant women in the second and third trimesters and breast 
feeding women), and adults in certain high risk occupations [24]. How other individuals 
besides school-aged children should be reached for mass drug administration remains, to 
some extent, unclear. Further, it is understandable that mass drug administration is not 
any more recommended when prevalence is low (i.e. below 20%). The approach how 
people in endemic settings with prevalence below 20% receive treatment remains vague 
[11,19]. Another limitation of the current preventive chemotherapy programs is the 
efficacy of the current drugs. As stated before, albendazole and mebendazole have 
excellent efficacy against A. lumbricoides, while only albendazole achieves high cure rates 
against hookworm [45]. The cure rate of the two standard drugs against T. tricuiura was 
assessed in a meta-analysis in 2008 conducted by Keiser and Utzinger. The calculated cure 
rate for albendazole and mebendazole was 28% and 36%, respectively [45]. Nevertheless, 
the WHO calls the current drugs “effective” referring to the egg reduction rates against 
T. trichiura (i.e. egg reduction rate range for albendazole 53-89%; egg reduction range for 
mebendazole, 81-90%) [19]. Keiser and Utzinger who are cited in the corresponding 
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WHO-report [19] found a substantially lower egg reduction range for albendazole (i.e. 0-
90%) and a similar range for mebendazole (i.e. 81-93%) which was based on only 3 
studies [45]. It is striking that recent trials report markedly lower egg reduction rates for 
albendazole and mebendazole against T. trichiura [39,76,89,90]. Furthermore, reported 
egg reduction rates are based on geometric means which are likely to overestimate the 
efficacy [91]. A third limitation of the current mass drug administration programs is that it 
is not sustainable. Indeed, the two benzimidazoles can significantly reduce infection 
intensities and cure individuals to some extent. However, a recent meta-analysis 
conducted by Jia and colleagues demonstrated that prevalence after 12 month are back to 
the same levels as before treatment especially for A. lumbrcoides and T. trichiura [92]. 
With some delay, infection intensities can also reach the same levels as before treatment 
[92]. Therefore, the long term effect is dependent on the regular administration of 
preventive chemotherapy. In case those programs are ceased, or resistance to the 
available drugs would develop, prevalence and infection intensities would rapidly reach 
pre-treatment levels [11,92–96]. But also with mass drug administration programs in 
place, prevalence in certain settings remains high. For example in Zanzibar, Tanzania - the 
setting where the three clinical trials from this PhD thesis were conducted – prevalence 
for all soil-transmitted helminths remain high in a number of hotspots after decades of 
mass drug administration [39,97–101]. Hence, for an effective control of soil-transmitted 
helminth infections, preventive chemotherapy should be accompanied by water, 
sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) programs [11].  
 
8 Water, sanitation and hygiene 
To prevent and control soil-transmitted helminth infections, health education, sanitation 
facilities (i.e. facilities for the safe disposal of faeces), and safe water supply are required 
alongside to preventive chemotherapy [3,11,102]. Already 100 years ago, the Rockefeller 
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Sanitary Commission for the Eradication of Hookworm Disease (founded in 1909) had 
great success in the struggle against hookworm infections with implementing sanitation 
facilities together with health education and treatment [103,104]. One reason for the 
success of the Rockefeller Foundation was that they recognised early the importance of 
sanitation facilities and hence stated already more than 70 years ago that “Cure alone is 
almost useless in stamping out hookworm disease, because the patient can go out and 
immediately pick up more hookworms. The cure should be accompanied by a sanitation 
campaign for the prevention of soil pollution” [56]. Additionally, access to safe water, 
which can be used to clean hands and vegetables, is imperative. However, it is important 
that these water sources and latrines are well maintained and don`t become so called 
“hookworm-traps” [11,105,106]. Wearing shoes can partially protect from hookworm and 
S. stercoralis infections since the feet are the main entry site for the infectious larvae 
[3,101,104]. 
In 2012 an estimated 780 million and 2.5 billion people lacked access to adequate drinking 
water and sanitation, respectively [107]. The United Nations millennium development 
goal (MDG) 7c aims to half the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe 
drinking water and basic sanitation by 2015 [108]. Recognizing sanitation and water as a 
basic human right and therefore improving access to safe water and sanitation facilities 
will certainly result in major health benefits such as lower incidences of diarrheal episodes 
and infant mortality [109,110]. While the goal for access to drinking water will probably 
be reached by 2015, it is unlikely that the target pertaining to sanitation will be met [107]. 
It is assumed that sanitation facilities will aid to permanently eliminate soil-transmitted 
helminth infections in the context of economic development only [83]. However, poverty 
does not inevitably mean that people lack hygiene and proper sanitation [111], hence 
WASH programs should be promoted for soil-transmitted helminth control and go hand in 
hand with  preventive chemotherapy. To implement WASH into current soil-transmitted 
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helminth control programs Campbell and colleagues [11] suggest that (i) the WHO 
guidelines [19] should include clear statements about which type of sanitation and water 
facilities and what kind of health education is recommended; and (ii) that collecting 
indicators pertaining to the MDG could be implemented into soil-transmitted helminth 
control (i.e. proportion of population using improved sanitation facilities and improved 
drinking water sources) [112]. Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) could be a 
possibility how to implement WASH into the WHO guidelines for soil-transmitted 
helminth control programs [113–115]. The aim of CLTS is that communities actively 
analyse their defecation behaviour and the consequences, and to build toilets using local 
designs rather than given engineer designs. Therefore CLTS should only trigger 
discussions and later information can be provided as how to proceed with facility 
construction. This is an important difference from early projects that were rendered 
obsolete: CLTS does not use a top-down design but rather, the people should “decide for 
themselves” [114]. Further, collecting data on WASH indicators within the mass drug 
administration programs would generate data on the protective effect of WASH against 
soil-transmitted helminth infections (e.g. WASH coverage needed in a community to delay 
or halt re-infection). This would help to overcome the current lack of evidence on how 
effective and cost-effective WASH interventions are [116,117]. A recent study showed that 
sanitation facilities are highly cost-effective, however, this study was mostly based on 
assumptions and concluded that further evidence would be required [116]. Thus, to 
emphasize the importance of sanitation and access to safe water, an additional goal of this 
PhD thesis was to evaluate the impact of sanitation facilities and water treatment on soil-
transmitted helminth infections and intestinal protozoa infections by conducting two 
systematic reviews and meta-analysis. 
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To assess efficacy of drugs within clinical trials, to treat cases accurately and effectively, 
and to be able to carefully monitor the development of anthelminthic drug resistance, it is 
important to have a reliable tool for the diagnosis of soil-transmitted helminth infections. 
In epidemiological surveys, the common tool for detection of A. lumbricoides, T. trichiura 
and hookworm is the Kato-Katz technique which is also recommended by the WHO 
[19,118]. This copromicroscopic diagnosis examines an average of 41.7 mg stool and 
enables quantification of infection intensities by counting the eggs for each species (Figure 
3). From these counts, the eggs per one gram of stool can be calculated, which allows for 
the classification of the infection intensities defined by the WHO (i.e. light, moderate, 
heavy) [19,24]. In general, the Kato-Katz technique shows a reasonable sensitivity when 
infection intensities are high. However, it becomes insensitive in the diagnosis of low-
intensity infections [119–121]. Sensitivity of the Kato-Katz method can be enhanced 
through multiple examinations either from the same stool sample or ideally from multiple 
stool samples [119,121–125]. 
 
Figure 3: Eggs from the three most common soil-transmitted helminth species. Pictures taken in the Public Health 
Laboratory – Ivo de Carneri, Pemba, Tanzania, using the Kato-Katz technique. 
 
For the diagnosis of S. stercoralis the Baermann technique as well as the Koga-agar plate 
are commonly used standard methods [126,127]. Both methods have only low to 
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moderate sensitivity; therefore a combination of both methods examining multiple stool 
samples is recommended [128]. Since these diagnostic techniques are rarely used, only 
few epidemiological data about S. stercoralis is available. Hence, S. stercoralis is nowadays 
often termed the most neglected of the neglected tropical diseases [2].  
The FLOTAC technique showed significantly higher sensitivity than single or multiple 
Kato-Katz thick smears for the diagnosis of the three most common soil-transmitted 
helminth infections [100,121,123,129]. In particular, the FLOTAC is highly sensitive in 
diagnosing low-intensity helminth infections. One possible reason for the higher 
sensitivity of the FLOTAC method is the higher amount of faeces that is used in the 
FLOTAC technique (1 g in FLOTAC versus only 41.7 mg in a single Kato-Katz thick smear). 
The FLOTAC technique takes advantage of the fact that parasitic elements float to the top 
as soon as flotation takes place in a centrifuge. Subsequently it is relatively 
straightforward to separate the parasitic elements from the faecal suspension with a 
horizontal cut [130]. A disadvantage of the FLOTAC technique is that egg counts are 
significantly lower compared to the Kato-Katz technique [100,129,131]. Further, the 
FLOTAC technique requires more equipment, is more time consuming and consequently 
also more expensive than the Kato-Katz method [132,133]. An advanced version of the 
FLOTAC technique is the recently developed mini-FLOTAC. The mini-FLOTAC revealed 
also high sensitivity and further simplifies the procedure of preparation. Thus it is less 
complicated than the original FLOTAC technique [134–136].  
The ether-concentration method is often used in European reference laboratories for the 
diagnosis of intestinal protozoa and soil-transmitted helminth infections [137,138]. 
Similarly to the FLOTAC technique, the ether-concentration method has the advantage 
that it can detect soil-transmitted helminth eggs within a large amount of a fixed stool 
sample [139]. In a centrifugation step, the parasitic eggs are separated from the debris. 
After decanting the supernatant the sediment can be examined for soil-transmitted 
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helminth eggs [138–140]. Two studies revealed that multiple Kato-Katz thick smears with 
fresh stool samples have similar sensitivity compared to one examination with the ether 
concentration method using a preserved stool sample for the detection of soil-transmitted 
helminth eggs [8,123]. A disadvantage of the ether-concentration technique is that it is 
only semi-quantitative, hence no eggs per gram of stools and no egg reduction rates can be 
calculated [138,140].  
As many infected people live in rural underserviced areas, on-spot diagnosis is often not 
possible, as microscopes and electricity are lacking [3]. An objective of this PhD thesis was 
to compare the ether-concentration method with the current standard method using Kato-
Katz thick smears.  
 
10 Intestinal protozoa 
Intestinal protozoa infections are transmitted over the faecal-oral route and also share 
many other characteristics with soil-transmitted helminths [141,142]. Drinking 
contaminated water is the most common source of infection with intestinal protozoa; 
consequently sanitation facilities as well as safe drinking water are important preventive 
interventions. Infections with intestinal protozoa (i.e. Cryptosporidium spp., Entamoeba 
histolytica, Giardia intestinalis, Blastocystis hominis) are responsible for considerable 
gastrointestinal morbidity, malnutrition, and mortality worldwide [143–146]. For 
example, amoebiasis, caused by E. histolytica, is responsible for an estimated 100,000 
deaths per year; hence, amoebiasis is one of the deadliest parasitic infections [143,145]. 
Epidemiological data on intestinal protozoa is generally scarce [52]. For example on 
Pemba Island, to our knowledge, the prevalence of intestinal protozoa has only been 
assessed twice and dates back to 1984 and 1992 [147,148]. As intestinal protozoa share 
many characteristics with soil-transmitted helminths and since we tested a drug against 
intestinal protozoa (nitazoxanide) within a randomised controlled trial, the prevalence of 
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intestinal protozoa at two schools on Pemba islands was evaluated and the efficacy of 
nitazoxanide and albendazole calculated.  
 
11 Study sites 
The field work of this PhD thesis was conducted on Pemba Island, belonging to the 
Zanzibar archipelago in Tanzania. The Zanzibar archipelago consists of two main islands, 
Pemba and the southern, more touristic island Unguja, as well as numerous smaller 
islands. In Europe and the United States of America, the main island Unguja is often 
termed Zanzibar (Figure 4). The climate of the Zanzibar archipelago is humid and tropical 
with an average temperature of 27°C. Less than 40% of the inhabitants have sanitation 
facilities and the human density is high [149]. The regular administration of anthelminthic 
drugs has been in place since several decades, yet the prevalence of soil-transmitted 
helminths remains high [39,97,98,101]. As the current standard drugs are in use for many 
decades in many endemic settings, similarly to the Zanzibar archipelago, these islands 
with its persistently high prevalence yet well-established infrastructure are an ideal 
setting for clinical trials and other epidemiological studies. The laboratory work on Pemba 
Island was performed at the Public Health Laboratory – Ivo de Carneri, located close to the 
main city Chake Chake. Each year from 2011-2013 a randomised controlled trial was 
conducted. For the first trial in 2011, children from the school of Wawi (geographical 
coordinates; 5°15’22’’S latitude, 39°47’28’’E longitude) and Al-Sadik (5°15’42’’S, 
39°48’25’’E) were enrolled. The randomised controlled trials in 2012 and 2013 were both 
conducted at Mchangamdogo school (5°7’29’’ S, 39°48’34’’ E) and Shungi school (5°16’14’’ 
S, 39°44’16’’ E). The locations of all four schools and the Public Health Laboratory – Ivo de 
Carneri are marked in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Map of Pemba Island with the study sites (colored dots) and an 
overview localization of the island within the Indian Ocean. (Sources: 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/4167807.stm; 
http://omani.canalblog.com/archives/2006/01/10/1179686.html, accessed 8. May 
2014) 
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12 Aim and objectives 
The current standard treatments used in preventive chemotherapy lack efficacy against 
T. trichiura. The main goal of this PhD thesis was to test promising alternative drugs (i.e. 
nitazoxanide, oxantel-pamoate) alone and in combination with albendazole against 
T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted helminth infections. Further goals were to 
compare the ether concentration method with the Kato-Katz method and to evaluate the 
impact of sanitation facilities on infection with soil-transmitted helminths and intestinal 
protozoa. The following specific objectives were linked to these goals: 
 
1. Efficacy of albendazole-nitazoxanide: To assess the efficacy and safety of (i) a 
nitazoxanide-albendazole combination against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-
transmitted helminth infections  among school aged children on Pemba Island, Tanzania 
(Chapter 2a). Additionally, to evaluate the prevalence of intestinal protozoa on Pemba 
Island and the efficacy of the different treatment arms on intestinal protozoa (chapter 2b). 
 
2. Efficacy of albendazole-oxantel pamoate: To study the efficacy and safety of an 
albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-
transmitted helminth infections (chapter 3). 
 
3. Efficacy of three promising drug combinations: To assess the efficacy and safety of 
(i) albendazole plus ivermectin; (ii) albendazole plus mebendazole and; (iii) albendazole 
plus oxantel pamoate against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted helminth 
infections. The standard drug mebendazole was used as a comparator within a fourth 
treatment arm (chapter 4). 
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4. Compare different diagnostic techniques: To evaluate the sensitivity of the ether-
concentration technique compared to the Kato-Katz method for the diagnosis of soil-
transmitted helminths, and to further appraise the impact of the diagnostic technique on 
cure rates within a randomised controlled trial (chapter 5a). 
 
5. Effect of sanitation facilities and water treatment: To conduct a systematic review 
and meta-analysis about the impact of sanitation facilities (i.e. facilities for the safe 
disposal of faeces) on infections with soil-transmitted helminths (chapter 6a). Further to 
assess the effect of sanitation facilities and water treatment against intestinal protozoa 
infection (chapter 6b). 
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General Discussion 
 
Rationales, objectives and aim of the present thesis 
 
Approximately 1.5 billion people are infected with soil-transmitted helminths, causing 
substantial morbidity [1]. Since decades, the control strategy has been mass drug 
administration of albendazole and mebendazole without prior diagnosis (termed 
“preventive chemotherapy) to people at risk, mostly school-aged children [2,3]. For 
example in 2012 a total of 212 million anthelmintic tablets were donated to school-age 
children [4]. One of the shortcomings of the current preventive chemotherapy strategy 
is the low efficacy of the standard drugs against T. trichiura reported in several studies 
[5–8].  
The chief objectives of this PhD thesis focused on finding a better treatment against 
T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted helminths. Therefore, in a first step, the 
two promising compounds, nitazoxanide and oxantel pamoate, were tested within two 
separate clinical trials (chapter 2 and chapter 3). Both drugs were given alone as well as 
in combination with albendazole to broaden their spectrum of efficacy against 
concomitant soil-transmitted helminths (i.e. hookworm and A. lumbricoides). In a second 
step, a follow-up trial was conducted in order to compare the efficacy of the combination 
that achieved good results (i.e. albendazole plus oxantel pamoate; chapter 4) to two 
other promising albendazole-based drug combinations which had previously shown 
high efficacy against T. trichiura, in clinical trials (i.e. albendazole plus ivermectin and 
albendazole plus mebendazole) [6,9,10]. The aim of this trial, was to specify which drug 
combinations were worth taking one step further for additional studies. As the planning 
and implementation of a clinical trial uses a large amount of resources, we followed the 
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strategy of adding additional smaller and related research questions. An additional 
research question was regarding protozoa; explicitly, to assess the prevalence of 
intestinal protozoa on Pemba Island and to evaluate the efficacy of nitazoxanide and 
albendazole (chapter 2b). Another objective focused on the diagnosis of soil-transmitted 
helminths. As the diagnostic technique is important for monitoring prevalence but also 
for determining drug efficacies, we compared single and multiple Kato-Katz thick 
smears to the ether-concentration method (chapter 5). Further, various studies on novel 
diagnostic techniques were added to our clinical trials.  
Albendazole and mebendazole are the currently most widely used drugs within 
preventive chemotherapy programmes. Both are highly active against A. lumbricoides 
with cure rates and egg reduction rates close to 100% (chapter 2-4, [5]). Even though 
efficacy is high, prevalence usually returns relatively quickly to previous levels [11], 
indicating that  interventions other than preventive chemotherapy are also necessary to 
sustainably control soil-transmitted helminths. We suspected that the lack of evidence 
on the effect of sanitation facilities might be a reason why water, sanitation and hygiene 
(WASH) are not implemented within soil-transmitted helminth control programs [12]. 
To overcome this knowledge gap, an objective of this PhD thesis was to quantify the 
protective effect of sanitation facilities against infections with soil-transmitted 
helminths. Therefore, a systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted (chapter 
6a). As intestinal protozoa were included as a side objective within the first clinical trial 
(chapter 2b), and because sanitation facilities and water treatment are also potential 
interventions against intestinal protozoa, we conducted a second systematic review and 
meta-analysis on the protective effect of sanitation facilities and water treatment against 
infections with intestinal protozoa (chapter 6b). Quantifying the effect of WASH on 
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single diseases is precious as it might trigger cost-effectiveness studies on WASH, which 
could result into promotion of an implementation of WASH into control programmes.  
The results of the individual studies have already been discussed within the separate 
manuscripts. In this part of the thesis, I would like to discuss specific issues and to put 
them into wider context. Based on my gained experience during my PhD thesis and the 
ongoing questions within the soil-transmitted helminth community, I have chosen the 
following topics for an in-depth discussion  
1) Efficacy of the current standard drugs albendazole and mebendazole, and the 
challenges in analysing cure rates and egg reduction rates 
2) Efficacies of the tested drug combinations 
3) Future steps for an albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination 
4) Diagnostics: novel approaches 
5) Generating evidence on the protective effect of sanitation facilities and water 
treatment. 
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1 Efficacy of the current standard drugs albendazole and 
mebendazole, and the challenges in analysing cure rates 
and egg reduction rates  
 
The World Health Organization (WHO) states that the current common drugs are 
effective in controlling soil-transmitted helminth infections [13]. A meta-analysis 
conducted by Keiser and Utzinger in 2008 revealed that cure rates against T. trichiura 
are low, regardless of whether albendazole or mebendazole is administered [5]. Instead 
of recognising this lack of efficacy and implementing strategies to overcome this 
inefficacious treatment against T. trichiura, it was argued that cure rates are not a valid 
indicator for assessing drug efficacy [14]. It is true that it is difficult to compare cure 
rates between different studies and settings as cure rates are influenced by infection 
intensities at baseline and by the sensitivity of the diagnostic approach (chapter 5, [14–
16]). However, cure rates of different treatments can be compared within a clinical trial 
without the above-stated bias. Even though the main goal of the WHO is to reduce 
morbidity due to soil-transmitted helminths by eliminating moderate and heavy 
infection intensities [3], the cure of individuals should not be neglected. The U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration also gave a clear sign that cure rates should be prioritised by 
insisting that cure rates shall be the primary outcome in a clinical trial that is currently 
being implemented by Jansen Research & Development on a chewable mebendazole 
formulation. In general, only few randomised controlled trials on soil-transmitted 
hemlminths are conducted. Therefore, our three clinical trials provide not only 
important data on new promising compounds, but also on the current anthelminthic 
treatments. The efficacy of albendazole and mebendazole was tested in two out of the 
three randomised controlled trials (i.e. albendazole in 2011 and 2012, mebendazole in 
2012 and 2013). Against T. trichiura, both drugs revealed substantially lower cure rates 
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than described within the before- mentioned meta-analysis (Table 1, [5]). Our trial in 
2012, where both drugs were used simultaneously, confirmed that mebendazole has 
significantly higher efficacy than albendazole in the treatment of T. trichiura. Further, 
egg reduction rates of both drugs were only low to moderate against T. trichiura. 
Especially worth mentioning is our analysis from the clinical trial in 2012. As the stated 
goal of the WHO is to “reduce soil-transmitted helminth infections of moderate and high 
intensity among school-age children to <1%” [3] we calculated how many of the 
moderate or heavy infected children had no or only light infections after treatment. The 
analysis showed that with albendazole or mebendazole, moderate or heavy infections 
could only be reduced by approximately 50%. In comparison, oxantel pamoate and the 
albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination reduced moderate or heavy infections by 
78% and 85%, respectively (chapter 3). Certainly, one could argue that preventive 
chemotherapy is applied regularly and hence the reduction of prevalence and infection 
intensities is achieved after a number of treatments [14]. This hypothesis is confirmed 
by a study conducted on hookworm by Casey and colleagues which is mentioned as an 
example in the literature [14,17]. As a counter argument, one also has to keep the 
following two points in mind: (i) participants in our clinical trial were school-aged 
children who had profited already from one or several rounds of preventive 
chemotherapy. Nevertheless prevalence and infection intensities were still high in the 
setting we worked, indicating that the goal of eliminating heavy and moderate infection 
intensities cannot be achieved with this regimen. (ii) Re-infection after treatment 
happens rather quickly, especially for A. lumbricoides and T. trichiura [11]. Therefore, 
many of the children who did not suffer any more from moderate or heavy infections 
after treatment might acquire heavy or moderate infections within a few months. Given 
the fact that re-infection with hookworms happens slower [11], it is not surprising that 
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the example for a successful decrease in prevalence, in the frame of ongoing preventive 
chemotherapy, was given for hookworm [14,17]. Our three clinical trials further 
confirmed the high efficacy of albendazole against hookworm infections while 
mebendazole revealed insufficient cure rates and egg reduction rates against hookworm 
(Table 1). Additionally, our studies underlined the high efficacy of the current drugs 
against A. lumbricoides with cure rates above 90% and egg reduction rates close to 
100% (Table 1). In the context of these results, the high prevalence found at two schools 
(chapter 3 and chapter 4) might indicate intensive transmission of soil-transmitted 
helminths. This finding indicates once more that even when an effective drug is 
available, other interventions such as the implementation of sanitation facilities, safe 
drinking water, and health education are needed for sustainable control of soil-
transmitted helminth infections [12,18].  
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In general we acknowledge the importance of egg reduction rates as they are a direct 
indicator for reduction of morbidity and because they can be easier compared between 
different studies than cure rates. Nevertheless, in analysing the results from the clinical 
trials, we realised that egg reduction rates should also be interpreted with caution. The 
WHO working group on soil-transmitted helminths stated in 2008 that “the arithmetic 
mean does not assure homogeneity of the variance between groups compared; therefore 
parametric tests cannot be used for the statistical interpretation of the results” [19]. 
Thus, most of the clinical trials on soil-transmitted helminths used geometric means. It 
was shown that the geometric mean is also not ideal for calculating egg reduction rates 
because it overestimates egg reduction rates in relatively homogenous populations [20], 
as is, for example, the case in clinical trials where only positive individuals are studied. 
Recently it was then argued that preferably arithmetic means should be used instead of 
geometric [21]. As already mentioned above, working with arithmetic means has the 
disadvantage that strong outliers can greatly influence the overall analysis. Hence, both 
analyses are imperfect with certain limitations [19,22,23]. Regarding our clinical trials, 
we presented geometric means within the publications in order to compare our results 
with older studies that have used the same drug regimens. However, we would suggest 
to present always both (geometric and arithmetic means) as we did it for the clinical 
trials conducted in 2012 and 2013 (chapter 3 and chapter 4; supplementary appendix, 
available online at the journals website where the corresponding chapter is/will be 
published). Especially for the randomised controlled trial conducted in 2013 (chapter 4), 
we had a closer look at the analysis of egg reduction rates because results based on 
geometric and arithmetic means were quite different. In detail, based on geometric 
means, the albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination revealed higher egg reduction 
rates against T. trichiura (ERR, 99.2%) than the albendazole-ivermectin combination 
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(ERR, 94.5%). Based on arithmetic means, the albendazole-ivermectin had higher egg 
reduction rates (ERR, 85.6%) than the albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination (ERR, 
72.5%). After analysing egg counts of single individuals, we realised that the relatively 
low egg reduction rates based on arithmetic means for the albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination were mainly caused by an extreme value of one patient who had an egg 
count after treatment of 20,766 eggs per gram of stool. This was by far the highest egg 
count within this study, even compared to baseline data. When using 10% trimmed 
arithmetic means which reduces the impact of strong outliners, the egg reduction rates 
of the albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination (ERR, 93.2%) were higher than for the 
albendazole-ivermectin combination (ERR, 87.1%). Based on this findings and also on 
the examination of the general distribution of Trichuris trichiura egg counts at baseline 
and at follow-up, we concluded that in this specific case geometric means represent the 
“real” situation better than arithmetic means. In addition, one should keep in mind that 
it is difficult to control the origin of the collected stool samples; stool samples brought 
by an individual might possibly originate from a different person. Similarly, the 
possibility that stool samples are mixed up by accident should be considered. 
Consequently, one should be careful when analysing egg reduction rates based on 
arithmetic means, especially if strong outliners are present. For better understanding 
the dynamics of egg reduction rates based on arithmetic and geometric means, we 
provided our data sets, including egg counts before and after treatment, to collaborators 
who requested those data. For example, Diawara and colleagues concluded after 
analysing multiple data sets that neither arithmetic nor geometric means give 
satisfactory egg reduction rates and that alternative approaches are required (Diawara 
et al., manuscript in preparation). The fact that geometric means can overestimate the 
egg reduction rates is also important in context of the efficacy of the current standard 
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drugs albendazole and mebendazole. In our study conducted in 2012 (chapter 3) the egg 
reduction rates for albendazole and mebendazole against T. trichiura based on 
arithmetic means were 31.9% and 41.2%, respectively, compared to egg reduction rates 
based on geometric means of 45.0% and 75.0%, respectively. The differences in egg 
reduction rates based on arithmetic mean versus geometric mean was even larger in the 
clinical trial conducted in 2013 (chapter 4). The treatment regime using mebendazole 
had an egg reduction rate for T. trichiura of only 14.0% based on arithmetic mean, while 
egg reduction rates based on geometric mean reached 58.5%. These data and the high 
prevalence observed on Pemba Island are worrisome and underlines once again that the 
current drugs lack efficacy in this setting. Based on arithmetic means, we also observed 
hookworm egg reduction rates below 90% and A. lumbridocides egg reduction rates 
below 95%, when treated with albendazole. Apparently, these values should be already 
viewed with concern regarding potential drug resistance [24]. Hence, alternative 
treatments, mostly (but not only), against T. trichiura are urgently needed.  
 
2 Efficacies of the tested drug  
 
In the frame of this PhD thesis, four promising albendazole-based drug combinations 
were tested in randomised controlled trials against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-
transmitted helminths. The results shall briefly be summed up and discussed here. A 
number of clinical trials reported that the antiprotozoal drug nitazoxanide has high 
efficacy against T. trichiura when given in multiple doses (200 mg for children aged 
below 12 years and 500 mg for patients aged 12 years and above, twice daily for 3 days) 
[25–27]. In a small-scale study, it was also shown that a single dose was effective against 
T. trichiura, concomitant soil-transmitted helminths and intestinal protozoa infections 
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[28]. In our clinical trial conducted in 2011, nitazoxanide (1,000 mg) alone but also in 
combination with albendazole (administered on two consecutive days) was given to 
T. trichiura infected children. Nitazoxanide revealed lower cure rates and egg reduction 
rates than placebo, hence the potential trichuricidal properties for nitazoxanide could 
not be confirmed (Table 1). Of note, the efficacy of nitazoxanide against intestinal 
protozoa was also only moderate and comparable to single albendazole (chapter 2b). 
The diagnostic technique used to detect intestinal protozoa was relatively weak (one 
ether-concentration before and after treatment), thus cure rates for intestinal protozoa 
are most likely still overestimated. It is considerable that using multiple doses of 
nitazoxanide might have led to a longer half-life, which could eventually explain the high 
efficacy against T. trichiura observed in other studies. On the other hand, it is surprising 
that we found no effect at all against T. trichiura even though we used a relatively high 
dose of nitazoxanide (1,000 mg). Of note, the nitazoxanide used in our trial was sourced 
from Romark (Alinia®), the same product used in the  two previous clinical studies, 
resulting in very high cure rates against T. trichiura [26,27]. The only study which 
assessed efficacy of single treatments unfortunately did not report the dosage used [28]. 
It is necessary to mention that three out of four studies that assessed the efficacy of 
nitazoxanide were financed by the manufacturer of the tablets [25–27] while the fourth 
study had a sample size of only 16 T. trichiura infected children [28]. Hence, our 
randomised controlled trial was probably the first independent conducted trial with a 
sufficient sample size for assessing the efficacy of nitazoxanide against T. trichiura. An in 
vivo study using nitazoxanide against T. muris found no effect as well [29] which is 
congruent with the results from our clinical trial. Hereafter, we concluded that 
nitazoxanide and an albendazole-nitazoxanide combination should not be considered as 
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an alternative treatment against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted 
helminths. 
Oxantel pamoate is a veterinary drug with trichuricidal activity that showed high 
efficacy against T. trichiura in a number of exploratory trials conducted in the 1970’s 
[30–34]. In vivo results in our laboratory confirmed the trichuricidal activity of oxantel 
pamoate [35]. As oxantel pamoate was soon combined with pyrantel pamoate [36–40], 
we could not find a manufacturer that could provide us with tablets that contained only 
oxantel pamoate. Henceforth, colleagues from the Department of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences at the University of Basel developed a formulation for the oxantel pamoate 
tablets for paediatric clinical studies [41]. Using these tablets, a randomised controlled 
trial evaluating the efficacy of single oxantel pamoate (20 mg/kg) and an albendazole-
oxantel pamoate combination compared to the standard drugs albendazole and 
mebendazole was conducted (chapter 3). As the possibility of interactions between 
albendazole and oxantel pamoate was unknown, the drug combination was given over 
two consecutive days. Analysing the different treatment regimens, the treatment arms 
containing oxantel pamoate had significantly higher efficacies against T. trichiura 
compared to albendazole and mebendazole (Table 1). As oxantel pamoate had no or 
only very low efficacy against hookworm and A. lumbricoides, it is necessary to combine 
it with a drug that is effective against these soil-transmitted helminths. Our trial 
confirmed our choice of albendazole which revealed high efficacy against A. lumbricoides 
and hookworm, while mebendazole showed only high efficacy against A. lumbricoides. 
We concluded that the albendazole-oxantel pamoate is a promising drug combination 
against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-transmitted helminths and decided to further 
evaluate this combination. 
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Within a third randomised controlled trial we compared the efficacy of albendazole-
oxantel pamoate against an albendazole-ivermectin and an albendazole-mebendazole 
combination. The latter two drug combinations have also proven to be highly effective 
against T. trichiura within previous clinical trials [6,7,9,10]. As it is difficult to compare 
efficacies of drugs among studies [16,42], it was important to compare these promising 
compounds in a single randomised controlled trial. In the meantime, between the 
second and third clinical trial, it was shown that albendazole and oxantel pamoate can 
be safely administered together (N. Cowan, unpublished data). Therefore, drug 
combinations were given together at a single day of treatment. Considering the results 
from our clinical trial, we could not confirm the high efficacy of the albendazole-
mebendazole combination against T. trichiura found by Namwanje and colleagues [7]. 
An explanation for this contradictory finding might be the different susceptibility of 
parasite strains present at the two study sites [43,44]. After years of treating people in 
Zanzibar with albendazole and mebendazole, T. trichiura might have developed a high 
tolerability for these drugs. As both drugs have the same mechanism of action [45], it 
might therefore not be surprising that this combination achieved low efficacy in our 
setting on Pemba Island. The other two tested drug combinations revealed both 
significantly higher efficacies against T. trichiura than mebendazole (Table 1). The 
albendazole-oxantel pamoate combinations achieved not only a very high egg reduction 
rate but also a high cure rate of 69%. This cure rate was surprisingly high when 
compared to the cure rate from our clinical trial conducted in 2012, and might again 
confirm that comparing cure rates between studies is difficult [16]. We have two 
possible explanations for this much higher cure rate: (i) Infection intensities in the 
clinical trial in 2012 were higher and therefore it was probably more difficult to achieve 
a cure. However, considering that the cure rate of single mebendazole did not increase in 
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the study with lower infection intensity in 2013, the second explanation could be more 
likely: (ii) the simultaneous administration of albendazole and oxantel pamoate might 
have led to synergistic effects against T. trichiura. This might have resulted in higher 
cure rates compared to the clinical trial in 2012 where the drug combination was spaced 
by one day. Previous laboratory examinations found a synergistic effect for albendazole-
oxantel pamoate against T. muris in vitro, but an antagonistic effect in vivo [35]. In 
general, in vivo studies are more reliable than in vitro experiments. However, given the 
high cure rates for albendazole-oxantel pamoate found in our randomised controlled 
trial, antagonistic effects are rather unlikely. A clear conclusion cannot be drawn, as 
treatment arms including single albendazole and single oxantel pamoate were not 
included in the clinical trial conducted in 2013. To generate clear evidence of 
antagonistic or synergistic effects, a follow-up study, should be conducted including the 
single components (i.e. albendazole, oxantel pamoate), as well as the simultaneously 
administered drug combination. The albendazole-ivermectin combination which had 
significantly higher efficacy against T. trichiura than mebendazole was less efficacious 
than albendazole-oxantel pamoate (different interpretations of egg reduction rates are 
discussed above). Nevertheless, in settings where T. trichiura coexists with S. stercoralis 
or lymphatic filariasis, albendazole plus ivermectin might be preferably used, as 
ivermectin is the standard treatment against these parasites and this combination is 
already commonly used in preventive chemotherapy programmes [6,46–48]. Compared 
to the albendazole-ivermectin combination, there remain some uncertainties about the 
albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination which would need to be investigated in 
future studies. Even though oxantel pamoate is only partially absorbed, the 
pharmacokinetics of oxantel pamoate and the albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination should be studied [49]. Additionally, within our latest clinical trial we 
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detected a few moderate adverse events in the albendazole-oxantel pamoate treatment 
arm (chapter 4). Our sample size calculation was based on efficacies. Safety studies per 
se would require larger sample sizes [50]; therefore, the safety of the albendazole-
oxantel pamoate combination needs to be closely monitored and evaluated in future 
studies. A tribendimidine-oxantel pamoate combination might also be a possible 
alternative drug combination against T. trichiura and other soil-transmitted helminth 
infections. Tribendimidine has shown to be highly effective against A. lumbricoides and 
hookworm in a number of studies. [51–55]. As the benzimidazoles are overused 
alternating between albendazole and tribendimidine might be a way to delay drug 
resistance against albendazole. 
 
3 Future steps for an albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination  
 
The albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination was carefully examined within two 
randomised controlled trials. The highly promising results call for further action to gain 
additional knowledge and to promote this combination. Therefore, I list concrete future 
studies which should be conducted on albendazole-oxantel pamoate so that this 
combination could ultimately become a real alternative for preventive chemotherapy 
programmes.  
First, in the two previous studies, oxantel pamoate was dosed weight-dependently (20 
mg/kg). Dose finding studies should be conducted with the ultimate goal to find a fixed 
dose independent from the patient’s weight. Even though praziquantel (40 mg/kg) and 
ivermectin (200 μg/kg) are given according to the patient’s weight, a fixed dose is 
preferred as it would reduce logistic challenges during mass drug administration 
[56,57]. In a first step, different weight-dependent dosages could be tested within a 
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larger study. If a large spectrum of dosages remains efficacious against T. trichiura, a 
fixed dose should be chosen that is still effective at lower doses in heavy children but 
would not exceed a certain dose which was assessed as safe (probably 20 mg/kg) for 
small and light children. This considered dosage should then additionally be tested using 
a smaller sample size.  
Second, it is known that oxantel pamoate is only poorly absorbed [30,33], however the 
pharmacokinetics of single oxantel pamoate and the albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination should be assessed. Preferably dry blood spots for blood sampling, 
transportation of blood samples and analysing pharmacokinetics could be used [58]. Dry 
blood spots would have the advantage that they can be easily stored and transported, 
and that they only require blood from a finger prick. Obtaining a finger prick blood 
sample can be easily and safely done within a school setting. A challenge of this 
technique would be that the analytical method for oxantel-pamoate and albendazole 
would first need to be developed within the Helminth Drug Development Group – as it 
has already been done for other compounds in previous studies. Such a study on the 
pharmacokinetics could also be attached to the second phase of a dose finding study. 
Further, food uptake can strongly influence pharmacokinetics [59,60]; therefore, it 
would be interesting to divide the participants in a group which receives a meal before 
treatment and a group which did not eat before treatment.  
Third, further safety data on albendazole-oxantel pamoate is required and; fourth, 
additional data about the potential antagonistic or synergistic properties of this 
combination is needed. Again, data on both these questions could be collected during 
dose finding studies. To assess the safety, results from all studies could be merged to 
evaluate if oxantel pamoate and the albendazole-oxantel pamoate combination cause 
more adverse events than the standard treatments, albendazole and mebendazole. Fifth, 
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it would be important to confirm the high efficacy of the albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination in a different setting than the Zanzibar archipelago. This however, could be 
easily done in a last small scale study and of course only if all the previous studies 
confirmed the positive properties of the drug combination. Wendelin Moser, a new PhD-
student in the Helminth Drug Development Group from Jennifer Keiser, will tackle these 
research needs within the next years of his PhD. For ultimately including oxantel 
pamoate within preventive chemotherapy programmes, a manufacturer needs to be 
found, which would produce oxantel-pamoate and donate or sell it at low costs. 
 
4 Diagnostics: Novel approaches  
 
The ether concentration technique for the diagnosis of soil-transmitted helminths was 
tested and compared to the Kato-Katz method. Further a number of novel techniques 
were tested in the frame of our clinical trials, where I could assist to some extent and 
was associated as a co-author [61,62] (Bogoch et al., accepted for publication, Am J Trop 
Med Hyg.; Barda et al., submitted to PLoS Negl Trop Dis.). Here, advantages and 
limitations of these diagnostic techniques are discussed (Figure 1). Further, I elaborate 
on how the diagnostic techniques can influence results from epidemiological studies and 
which diagnostic techniques are needed and shall be used. Currently the Kato-Katz 
method, which examines a relatively small amount of stool (41.7 mg) and which is also 
recommended by the WHO, is the most commonly used diagnosis for soil-transmitted 
helminth infections [13,63]. The Kato-Katz technique is rather simple, requires little 
equipment and allows for the quantification of eggs [3,64]. Egg counts from the Kato-
Katz technique are important as the WHO classifications of infection intensities (i.e. 
light, moderate, and heavy) is based on Kato-Katz egg counts [3,13]. A limitation of the 
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Kato-Katz technique is the low sensitivity in settings characterised by light infection 
intensities [42,65]. Sensitivity can be increased by examining numerous Kato-Katz thick 
smears which are ideally produced from multiple stool samples [42,65–68]. 
 
 
Figure 1: Advantages and disadvantages of diagnostic techniques for detecting soil-transmitted helminth 
infections. These five techniques were tested in the frame of the three clinical trials that were conducted for this PhD 
thesis (chapter 5, [61,62], Bogoch et al., accepted for publication, Am J Trop Med Hyg., Barda et al., submitted to PLoS 
Negl Trop Dis.).  
 
 
The ether-concentration technique was primarily used within this PhD thesis for the 
diagnosis of intestinal protozoa (chapter 2b). However, the ether-concentration method 
revealed promising results for the diagnosis of soil-transmitted helminths as well. In 
detail, analysing formalin fixed stool samples after several months using the ether-
concentration resulted in comparable sensitivity as duplicate, and in some cases even to 
quadruplicate, Kato-Katz thick smears performed on fresh stool samples (chapter 5). 
This would make the ether-concentration technique an interesting diagnostic 
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alternative especially in settings where samples cannot be analysed on spot. 
Nevertheless, the biggest limitation of this technique is that it is only-semi quantitative 
[69,70]. Therefore, it is not possible to assess egg counts, nor egg reduction rates. Hence, 
the ether-concentration technique is not recommended for most epidemiological 
studies, as egg counts are an important indicator. However, in studies focusing on 
intestinal protozoa, prevalence of soil-transmitted helminths can be an important and 
reliable (due to the relatively high sensitivity) secondary outcome. Another diagnostic 
approach which can process fixed stool samples is the FLOTAC technique. This 
technique has a high sensitivity, but required several working steps and was therefore 
quite time consuming [64,65,67]. Further, egg counts for the FLOTAC method were 
significantly lower compared to the Kato-Katz technique [15]. A novel approach which 
was tested by Barda and colleagues within the frame of our clinical trial in 2013, was the 
so called mini-FLOTAC (submitted to: PLoS Negl Trop Dis.). The mini-FLOTAC is a 
simplified version of the original FLOTAC technique, requiring less working steps [71–
73]. In the study conducted on Pemba Island in 2013, Barda and colleagues could show 
that the mini-FLOTAC can analyse formalin-preserved stool samples for at least 30 days 
after preservation. Sensitivity as well as egg counts were similar when comparing the 
mini-FLOTAC to the Kato-Katz technique. Previous studies, on the other hand, reported 
higher sensitivity for the mini-FLOTAC compared to the Kato-Katz technique [73]. If a 
single mini-FLOTAC has higher or at least similar sensitivity as multiple Kato-Katz thick 
smears should be examined in future studies. The mini-FLOTAC could become a good 
diagnostic alternative if; (i) it has similarly high sensitivity as the original FLOTAC, and; 
(ii) if it could be confirmed that egg counts are comparable to the Kato-Katz method.  
Two mobile devices for the diagnosis of soil-transmitted helminths were further tested 
within the frame of our clinical trials. The first study conducted by Bogoch and 
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colleagues was a proof of concept study that a mobile phone can be transformed into a 
microscope for examining Kato-Katz thick smears [61]. It could be shown that the 
mobile phone microscope could detect soil-transmitted helminths, but the sensitivity 
was still relatively low [61,62], meaning that the microscope adapter should be further 
improved for mobile phones. In case this technique can be improved, physicians could 
diagnose patients with their mobile phones for soil-transmitted helminths, which would 
be helpful in highly remote areas. Another mobile diagnostic device is the Newton 
microscope. This device showed high sensitivity for soil-transmitted helminths as well 
as for Schistosoma haematobium and Schistosoma mansoni [62]. In a further step, Bogoch 
and colleagues discovered in a study conducted on Pemba Island that the Newton 
microscope can also quantitatively count eggs (Bogoch et al., accepted for publication: 
Am J Trop Med Hyg.). Egg counts were significantly different compared to the Kato-Katz 
method, and could thus only be compared after using a correction factor. It remains to 
be discovered if this correction factor is stable so that it could be used for assessing 
infection intensities according to WHO guidelines [13]. Similar to the mobile phone 
microscope, the portable Newton microscope also has its strength in highly remote 
areas as it does not require a constant electricity source. If it could be confirmed that 
quantification of eggs can be performed reliably, the Newton microscope would also be 
an alternative for smaller epidemiological studies in highly remote areas. Nevertheless, 
if the infrastructure with conventional microscopes is available, the traditional Kato-
Katz technique is preferred due to the simpler and more convenient handling.  
The microscopic examination of Kato-Katz thick smears is rather time consuming 
especially in settings with heavy infection intensities. In other fields, software using 
algorithms were developed which can automatically detect parasites (e.g. malaria) 
[74,75]. Given that computers can already reliably differentiate between faces [76], it 
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should be possible to develop a system that differentiates and counts the different soil-
transmitted helminth eggs. Such systems would simplify epidemiological studies and 
monitoring programmes for soil-transmitted helminths. However, in case such a system 
is implemented, there could also be the danger that the knowledge of the traditional 
diagnostic would get lost. Automatic detection systems could further be applied if 
mobile phone microscopes become more reliable. It is possible that an application on 
the mobile phone could then recognise the shape of different soil-transmitted helminth 
eggs. A further advantage of a mobile phone microscope is the ability to connect to the 
internet. Therefore, pictures of eggs could be easily transmitted and discussed with 
experts. Additionally, mobile phones have the advantage that they can transmit their 
location. Linking mobile phones with mapping software could become a powerful tool 
for monitoring programmes to create real time maps of the prevalence. However, as all 
the above mentioned diagnostic methods are not more sensitive than the traditional 
Kato-Katz thick smear (with the exception of the mini-FLOTAC), these methods might 
only become niche products for the diagnosis of soil-transmitted helminths. Even 
though people receive regular administration of preventive chemotherapy, the 
prevalence and infection intensities of soil-transmitted helminths remained high in 
several settings. Thus, it has to be assumed that the Kato-Katz method, using multiple 
thick smears, will be the diagnostic of choice in these settings within the near future as it 
is simple, well established and has adequate sensitivity as long as infection intensities 
are not very low. Multiple stool sampling often involves great efforts in logistics and can 
lead to high loss of follow-up rates. Consequently, having a tool that is as sensitive as 
multiple Kato-Katz thick smears with comparable egg counts would be a great 
advantage for epidemiological studies and monitoring programmes. It needs to be 
evaluated if the mini-FLOTAC could potentially fill this gap. As soon as the general 
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strategy would shift from morbidity control to transmission control, more sensitive 
tools (e.g. PCR) would be needed [77]. Hence, these highly sensitive tools should also be 
further developed and evaluated.  
 
5 Sanitation, safe water and hygiene  
Water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) is a potential but poorly investigated tool for 
preventing soil-transmitted helminth infections [12]. In 2012 approximately 2.5 billion 
and 780 million people lacked access to adequate sanitation and drinking water, 
respectively [78]. Possible reasons for why WASH is neglected might be that several 
sectors are included in preventing diarrheal diseases, and therefore they are difficult to 
promote and organise [79]. Another reason is that evidence on the effectiveness and 
cost-effectiveness of preventive interventions such as sanitation facilities against soil-
transmitted helminthiasis was missing [79,80]. We conducted a systematic review and 
meta-analysis to overcome this knowledge gap (chapter 6a). The first finding was that 
no randomised controlled trials were found which evaluated the impact of sanitation 
facilities on the prevalence of infections with soil-transmitted helminths. As randomised 
controlled trials provide the strongest evidence [81], well designed studies evaluating 
the impact of sanitation facilities on soil-transmitted helminth infections are warranted. 
For certain interventions, randomised controlled trials are difficult or impossible to 
conduct [82]; alternatively, studies could use an interrupted time series design [83]. 
This design would allow for the allocation of multiple communities to a certain 
intervention (e.g. implementation of sanitation facilities) at different time points. The 
impact of the intervention would then be assessed repeatedly, generating stronger 
evidence than cross-sectional or case control studies.  
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The first conducted meta-analysis revealed that individuals owning or using sanitation 
facilities have an approximate odds ratio of 0.5 of being infected with soil-transmitted 
helminths compared to people who do not own or use sanitation facilities (chapter 6a). 
Meta-analyses have certain limitations such as publication bias, or that results can be 
confounded when they are based on descriptive studies [84]. On the other hand, so 
called spill-over effects (i.e. that single individuals performing open defecation increase 
the risk of infection for all others) which were not considered could also result in a 
considerable underestimation of the positive effects of sanitation facilities. Therefore, 
the impact of different coverage levels has to be carefully evaluated. 
Within a second systematic review and meta-analysis, we summarised the effect of 
sanitation facilities and water treatment on the prevalence of intestinal protozoa. For 
two out of three evaluated intestinal protozoa, the conducted meta-analysis revealed a 
significant protective effect of owning or using sanitation facilities. Water treatment 
before consumption was also associated with lower odds of being infected with 
intestinal protozoa, detecting odds ratios ranging from 0.51 (Blastocystis hominis) to 
0.83 (Cryptosporidium spp.). For the literature search on intestinal protozoa, we 
excluded studies that only presented risk factors with significant results to avoid 
publication bias. Our results indicate that sanitation facilities can not only prevent soil-
transmitted helminth infections but also other diarrheal diseases such as intestinal 
protozoa. This evidence should be generated for all diarrheal diseases so that cost-
effectiveness studies based on hard evidence can be conducted. This could then again 
underline the importance and positive effects of sanitation facilities, and more 
essentially, motivate decision makers to implement and add programmes on WASH to 
their current control strategies. Furthermore, well designed intervention studies on 
WASH should be conducted, generating evidence on the effect of WASH, but also 
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assessing which coverage levels are needed to effectively reduce transmission of soil-
transmitted helminthiasis and other diarrheal diseases. 
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Conclusion 
In the frame of my PhD thesis, we conducted three randomised controlled trials on 
Pemba Island, Tanzania, assessing the efficacy of different treatment regimens against 
soil-transmitted helminth infections. In detail, we confirmed that the current standard 
treatments, albendazole and mebendazole, reveal worryingly low efficacy against 
T. trichiura. On the other hand, albendazole was highly active against A. lumbricoides and 
hookworm. The reported trichuricidal properties of nitazoxanide and an albendazole-
mebendazole combination were not confirmed. Two other promising albendazole based 
drug combinations were identified (i.e. albendazole-oxante pamoate and albendazole-
ivermectin) achieving significantly higher cure rates and egg reduction rates against 
T. trichiura compared to the standard treatments. The albendazole-oxantel pamoate 
combination achieved the highest efficacy against T. trichiura and concomitant soil-
transmitted helminths. Therefore, this combination should be further evaluated (i.e. 
dose finding, safety, pharmacokinetics) so that it could become an alternative in settings 
having similar difficulties in treating T. trichiura as in the Zanzibar archipelago. In the 
meantime the albendazole-ivermectin combination could be already used, as this 
combination is well studied and already implemented in several preventive 
chemotherapy control programmes. Our diagnostic analysis confirmed that in general, a 
sensitive diagnostic approach should be used in clinical trials (multiple Kato-Katz thick 
smears from multiple stool samples) so that drug efficacy is not overestimated. 
Conducting meta-analyses on the effect of sanitation, we could generate evidence that 
interventions other than preventive chemotherapy also have a significant effect on the 
prevalence of soil-transmitted helminths and further intestinal parasites. Consequently, 
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an ideal and sustainable control strategy for soil-transmitted helminths should include 
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